AC24J Carrying Case
Instructions

This carrying case is designed to fit all Auto Meter hand held testers and the optional infrared printer.
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CONGRATULATIONS!

You have chosen Auto Meter’s carrying case to hold your hand held tester and optional infrared printer. If you should have any questions about this product see the contact information on the back cover of this manual.

The illustrations and instructions that follow show the various applications for the carrying case. The case comes with removable pre-scored foam plugs in tact.

• Infrared Printer Only

This is the shipping configuration when the infrared printer is included with the case. Plugs are removed for the printer, power supply, and cigarette lighter adapter.

• BVA-350
• BVA-300
• SB-300
• RC-300

Remove the smaller upper middle plug for the the above models and the large right plug for the leads. For the post adapters that come with each tester use pointed pliers to remove the 4 small circular plugs at the upper edge of case.

• BCT-200J
• BVA-200s

Remove the outer wall from the tester section for the above models.

• BVA-230
• BVA-260

Remove the upper left plug for the carrying handle for the above models.